
Course 655: Practical Experiences in the Laying on of Hands 
When you can understand the subtle ways you are a healing force in your everyday life, you 
begin to appreciate the real you. You can discover ways to heal the mind, body and soul 
through your thoughts, words and actions. You will experience the importance of relaxation in 
healing and in keeping things simple. Regrouping some of the attitudes you picked up in your 
first seven year, you will experience techniques to release the ones that do not fit you 
anymore. You will evaluate the difference between a religious attitude and spiritual attitudes, 
making this course a true key to personal healing. 
 
Prerequisite: To have experienced the 1001 Profile                    Fee: $69 
 

Course 602: Mystical Reality of the Psalms 
You will gain a deeper understanding of your spiritual evolutions as you move toward realizing 
the God within. Looking into concepts of good and evil, you will discover how attitudes of 
struggle and suffering affect your reality. You can see what makes you prosperous and dive 
into the vibrations of vitality, success and abundance. Then experience the mystical reality that 
you are the master of your own life. 
 
Prerequisite: None                        Fee: $65 
 

Course 603: The Message of Jesus the Mystic 
Look at the man Jesus as shown in the way he related the Christ consciousness to the people 
of his time. You will become aware of the spiritual meaning behind his words and actions and 
how this universal wisdom applies to our modern way of life. You will also learn ways to 
express your true spiritual nature in your daily life as well as gain a greater understanding of 
the relationship between the physical and spiritual worlds. 
 
Prerequisite: None                         Fee: $70 
 

Course 609: Proverbs of the Old Testament 
Learn to understand the spiritual reality behind the Wisdom of Solomon. You will delve into 
concepts related to riches, abundance and family relationships so you are more successful in 
life.  Then uncover your spiritual wisdom and feel the importance of inner discipline, inner 
direction and positive motives in leading an enjoyable life. 
 
Prerequisite: None                         Fee: $70 
 

Course 641: Unfolding Your Christ Consciousness Techniques 
Feel secure about your communication in presenting the mechanics and purpose of the 
techniques in the first four weeks of the Peace Community Church “Circle of Love” Group 
Program. You will strengthen your communication with yourself, with others and with Spirit. 
The techniques include: After Image Perception, Aura Vision, Clear Channel, Energy Elevator, 
Facial Encounter Healing All Four Churches, Intuitive Impressions, Object Encounter, Security 
Circle, Shoulder Encounter, Spiritual Cleansing and Spiritual Cleansing of the Environment. 
 
Prerequisite: None                         Fee: $75 



Course 624: Mystical Practices of the American Indian 
You will examine the American Indian practices to help you in setting your energy and in 
defining your identity and life purpose. Discover a big picture of how you fit in with the rest of 
humanity. You will experience the feeling of an Indian incarnation and feel your inner and outer 
universe as you experience the harmony that is within you.   Then you will unfold your own 
path to the balance and wholeness of mystical maturity. 
 
Prerequisite: To have experienced the 1001 Profile            Fee: $73 
 

Course 622: Ceremonies and Procedures of Peace Community Church 
You will learn the purpose and goals of Peace Community Church and experience a healing 
service to learn the reason for PCC Fellowships.  You will an opportunity to role play anointing 
and marriage ceremonies and become secure in overseeing ceremonies and procedures of 
PCC. Knowing yourself better and understanding your relationship to the universe is a highlight 
of the course. 
 
Prerequisite: Open only to PCC Ordained Ministers, Licensed Ministers, Licensed Teachers, 
Licensed Students and Participating Members in good standing; the latter being certified as lay 
teachers.  Participates must purchase PCC Handbook.       Fee: $73 
 


